
AirTrack200+
240PERA2XX

Details
We are delighted to offer the PE Redskaber sealed AirTrack200+

The AirTrack+ is still the market leading hi-spec sealed Airtrack with its 2.8m width and 330mm depth, but due
to popular demand we are now pleased to offer an entry level track which is 200mm thick and 2m wide.

The AirTrack200+ should be used on top of a cushioned floor (such as a sprung floor or a Tribond roll) at all
times whereas the standard Airtrack+ can be used directly on a hard floor due to its extra thickness.

Compatible with our standard Hitachi blower for easy inflation, the AirTrack200+ features a simple air release
valve for quick deflation after training.

The AirTrack200+ is available in 4 lengths:

6m
9m
12m
15m

The AirTrack200+ is supplied with a red top and black sides as standard.

When left unused for a long period (such as overnight) the AirTrack+should be deflated both to relieve the
pressure on the track and to prevent unauthorised usage.

We offer a Hitachi electric band blower with a special modification to suit the valve on this track which is ideal
for inflation (and assisted deflation). The hand blower is the same as the one to suit our Flip Machine and
AirSpring mats and must be purchased in addition to the track if you do not already have one.
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SKU Options Available Colours
240PERA206 6m N/A
240PERA209 9m N/A
240PERA212 12m N/A
240PERA215 15m N/A
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